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Abst rac t  - -  In this paper, we review some connectionist realizations of semantic networks. We 
focus on models that are generally referred to as structured connectionlst models. In addition to 
reviewing three specific models, we discuss the intimate relationship between semantic networks and 
connectionist models of knowledge representation. We point out the need for massively parallel 
realizations of semantic networks and show that structured connectionlsm offers an appropriate 
computational framework for doing so. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For over two decades, semantic networks have played a significant role in knowledge represen- 
tation research [1-3]. During this time, an unusually broad spectrum of work has been carried 
out under the rubric 'semantic networks.' This has prompted some to question whether there 
are any essential or central notions underlying such representations [4]. One obvious answer 
to this question is that all such representations make use of a graphical notation: they encode 
knowledge using nodes interconnected via labeled links. Although this answer does not seem 
very illuminating and profound, it does point to what I believe is the central and core attribute 
of semantic networks, namely, vividness. Semantic networks explicate and vivify the interdepen- 
dencies between different bits and pieces of conceptual knowledge. Thus every domain concept is 
explicitly encoded as a node in a graph and each attribute of a concept is encoded by connecting 
the appropriate concept and attribute value nodes using a labeled link. Other logical relations 
between concepts, such as IS-A and part-of, are also represented explicitly by connecting the rele- 
vant concept nodes using appropriately abeled links. In essence, a semantic network becomes an 
analog of the domain: there exists a one to one correspondence b tween the nodes in the graph 
and the components in the conceptualization f the domain (concepts, individuals, predicates, 
attributes, frames, etc.), and more importantly, between the links in the graph and the inferential 
dependencies between the components connected by the linkJ 
The vivid nature of representation in semantic networks reduces the problem of inference to 
the problem of traversing a physically instantiated graph. The organization of concepts in an IS-A 
hierarchy is an excellent case in point. In an IS-A hierarchy, the sub-class uper-class relationship 
is explicitly represented using dedicated IS-A links. The use of these dedicated links reduces the 
problem of applying the transitivity rule: Vz, y, z IS-A(x, y) A IS-A(y, z) =:~ IS-A(x, z), to a 
problem of link traversal. 
1.1. A 7Yuditional View of Semantic Networks 
In traditional semantic network formulations, the actual 'semantic network' is encoded as a 
data structure. Retrieval and inference is carried out by a search procedure (or interpreter) that 
*This work was supported by NSF Grants IRI 88-05465, MCS-8219196-CER, MCS-83-05211, DARPA Grants 
N00014-85-K-0018 and N00014-85-K-0807, and ARO Grant ARO-DAA29-84-9-0027. 
1The notion of 'vividness' used here is a generalization of Levesque's notion of 'vividness' [5]. The latter only 
applies to collections of ground facts. 
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traverses this data structure in response to a query. Alternately, a query is represented as a 
(small) graph and answering a query amounts to a graph matching operation involving the query 
graph and the semantic network. Consider Figure 1. Informally, the semantic network may be 
assumed to represent the following knowledge about a simple hypothetical domain. 
has-co lo r  
Red I 
I ] I I 
~h "tasle / as~ has-~lor~ 
1 I l-Or"  I 
Figure 1. A semantic network representation f a simple domain. Notice the 
use of labeled links. 
• Apples, grapes and fruits are concepts. 
• Apples and grapes are subtypes of fruits. 
• Color, taste, and shape are three attributes that apply to concepts in this domain. 
• The values of the attribute color for apples and grapes are red and green, respectively. 
• The value of the attribute taste for apples and grapes is sweet. 
• The value of the attribute shape for fruits is round. 
Notice that the links are labeled, and the label attached to a link specifies how the concepts 
connected by the link are related. For example, APPLE is connected to both FRUIT and RED. 
Whereas the link between APPLE and FRUIT represents hat 'apples are a kind of fruit,' the 
link between APPLE and RED represents hat 'the color of apples is red.' The two links mean 
different things because they are labeled differently and hence, are interpreted ifferently by the 
interpreter that operates on this data structure. If the system is asked 'What is the color of 
apples?', the interpreter examines the links emanating from APPLE and follow the link labeled 
'has-color' and retrieves the answer RED indicated by the node at the end of this link. If the 
question were 'What is the shape of an apple?', the interpreter would have examined all the 
links emanating from APPLE and discovered that none of them are labeled 'has-shape.' Hence 
it would have selected a link labeled 'IS-A' and moved up the link to a superconcept of APPLE 
(in this case FRUIT). Once at FRUIT, the interpreter would have again looked for a link labeled 
'has-shape' manating from FRUIT. In this case it would have found such a link and located 
'ROUND' as the answer to the question. The reader is invited to consider a similar graph search 
process for answering the query: 'What is round and sweet?'. 
1.2. Semantic Networks and Parallelism 
Several well known formulations of semantic networks make the distinction between a data 
structure and an interpreter outlined above. These formulations, however, overlook an extremely 
important aspect of semantic networks, namely, semantic networks lend themselves to massive 
parallelism. This aspect of semantic networks follows naturally from their vividness. 
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A massively parallel realization of semantic networks involves assigning a simple processor 
to each node in the semantic network and representing each link in the network by a hardwired 
connection between processors. In such a massively parallel system, the graph search required for 
retrieval and inference can be carried out by a parallel propagation ofmessages among processors. 
One can trace the beginnings of such a 'spreading activation' or 'inference propagation' system 
to Quillian's model of semantic memory [1], Fahlman's NETL [6], and Charniak's uggested use 
of marker passing during language processing [7]. 
We have argued elsewhere that massive parallelism is essential for building knowledge rep- 
resentation and reasoning systems that are expected to support intelligent activity in real-time 
[8,9]. This is easy to see in the context of semantic network representations. Consider property 
inheritance and classification, the two basic operations that most semantic network systems are 
expected to support. These operations underlie much of common sense reasoning and language 
understanding, and if a semantic network system is to be a part of any real-time language under- 
standing system, it must perform these operations extremely efficiently--arguably within a few 
hundred milliseconds. Now both classification and property inheritance (the latter if the IS-A 
hierarchy allows multiple parents) require traversing the underlying network. Unfortunately, a 
semantic network that encodes common sense knowledge could very well contain O(10 8 ) nodes 
and many more links and it will be infeasible to search such a huge graph within the available 
time using a serial search process. Hence, the need for parallelism. 
If we assume that each node is a (simple) processor that can directly communicate with all its 
neighbors then the graph search may only take time equal to the diameter of the graph. In the 
context of inheritance and recognition, the diameter of the network corresponds to the number of 
levels in the conceptual hierarchy, and is typically logarithmic in the number of concepts in the 
semantic network (i.e., the diameter is O(10)). Thins a parallel search would make it feasible to 
perform property inheritance and classification very rapidly. In later sections we will see examples 
of systems that can perform even more complex forms of reasoning in an efficient manner. 
1.3. From Massive Parallelism to Connectionism 
Let us consider the massively parallel encoding of semantic networks in more detail. As 
stated above, the basic idea involves mapping each node in a semantic network to a processor 
and encoding each link as a hardwired connection. The objective is to carry out retrieval and 
inference by parallel propagation of messages between odes. As one might suspect, although 
the basic idea is quite straightforward, several technical problems need to be addressed in order 
to make this scheme work. 
One critical problem concerns the hardware realizability of massively parallel semantic net- 
works. Current technology does not support he direct realization of such large and highly in- 
terconnected networks of processors, and many readers may see this as the most serious problem 
with this approach. We are, however, not particularly concerned about his issue for two reasons. 
First, technology is forever advancing and there is every reason to believe that future technology 
will eventually be able to support such networks. After all, nature has already solved this tech- 
nological problem--to wit the animal brain. Second, one can achieve a significant speedup even 
if we map a massively parallel network of the sort we are discussing onto existing (massively) 
parallel machines uch as the Connection Machine (for e.g., see [10]). For these reasons we will 
ignore questions about the direct realizability of our models using currently available hardware. 
Some questions that are relevant and do concern us are: How will a user (or another sub- 
system) interact with such a massively parallel semantic network system? How will questions to 
such a system be posed? How will one read off the answer(s) produced by the system? What 
ought o be the nature of communication among processors? What sort of information should be 
contained in messages? What is the nature of computation performed by individual nodes? How 
much memory should be available at each node? Underlying all these questions are two issues 
that need to be addressed in designing a massively parallel system, namely 1) the effective use 
of parallelism and 2) the control of the (massive) flow of messages. Consider the issue of control 
first (we will take up the effective use of parallelism in the next section). Unless careful control is 
exercised, activation of any subset of nodes will eventually lead to the activation of practically all 
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the nodes in the system (just as free association allows us to relate almost any pair of concepts). 
Solving the control problem requires developing mechanisms for controlling and regulating the 
parallel flow of messages so as to perform systematic and meaningful computations. 
One way of simplifying the control problem is to assume the existence of a central controller 
that can direct the behavior of individual nodes at every time step and specify which nodes must 
propagate what message. NETL is an excellent example of a system that partially solved the 
control problem, by combining a massively parallel network with a central controller [6]. NETL 
could compute set intersections and transitive closure very efficiently, in order to solve a class 
of property inheritance and recognition problems. The messages in NETL were discrete tags or 
markers that could be viewed as boolean conditions. Each node in NETL was required to store 
a small number of markers and perform boolean operations on the stored markers in accordance 
with the commands i sued by the central controller. The controller also instructed individual 
nodes to propagate specific markers based on the result of these operations. 
A second way of simplifying the control problem is to use complex messages and encode 
information useful for controlling the marker passing process in these messages. An example of 
thismay be found in marker-passing systems described in [7,11]. In such systems, a message also 
contains path information that may be stored at a node and used subsequently to detect loops, 
extract complete paths traced by a marker, and evaluate the relevance of these paths. A node 
in such a system needs sufficient storage capacity to not only store incoming markers but also 
backpointers tonodes that are the source of these markers. The processing ability of a node also 
needs to be relatively complex as the node must deal with pointers and detect loops in addition 
to performing the basic marker propagation process. 
Although the use of a central controller and/or the use of complex messages does simplify 
the control problem, it does not solve it. For example, NETL suffers from race conditions 
and cross-talk leading to false positive responses [12]. The connectionist emantic networks 
described below adopt a more radical form of massive parallelism than that found in various 
marker passing systems. Connectionist models not only preclude the use of a central controller, 
they also limit themselves tosimple nodes and messages. These features of connectionist networks 
further exacerbate he control problem. Given that the control problem is already a difficult one 
for marker passing systems, it is reasonable towonder why would one give up the relative safety of 
a central controller and/or elaborate messages and embrace an even more radical form of massive 
parallelism. In the next section we will briefly outline the motivation for doing so, and then go 
on to describe three connectionist models of semantic networks in subsequent sections. 
2. SIGNIFICANCE OF CONNECTIONISM 
Connectionist networks consist of a large number of computing elements (nodes) connected 
via weighted links. Each node is assumed to be a very simple processor with extremely limited 
local memory--typically in the form of a level of activation (or potential). A node communicates 
with the rest of the network by transmitting a scalar value to all its neighbors. If node i is 
connected to node j by a link whose weight is wij, and if i outputs a value Oi(t) at time t, then 
i's contribution to j's input at time t will be Oi(t) * wij. The output transmitted by a node is 
closely related to its potential which in turn is a simple function of the node's present potential 
and the inputs it is receiving from its neighboring nodes. 
Connectionist models are biologically motivated and obey certain biologically motivated com- 
putational constraints. These constraints are reflected in the limitations placed on the nature of 
inputs, outputs, the input-output function of each node, as well as the limitation on the local 
memory available at a node. 
In addition to being biologically plausible, connectionist models also constitute an interesting 
massively parallel architecture. To see this let us examine the core features of these models. 
• massive parallelism--large number of active processing elements 
• no central controller 
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• hard-wired links 
• scalar messages with no internal structure, only a magnitude 
• links with associated weights that scale messages propagating along the links 
• the node output is a simple function of its inputs 2
We have already discussed the significance of massive parallelism for achieving computational 
effectiveness, o let us examine the significance of the remaining features. 
What attributes would help a massively parallel system realize its full potential? First, it 
is essential that such a system operate without a central controller. A central controller would 
have to monitor the state of the system during each cycle of computation and instruct nodes to 
perform specific operations. This would require that the controller communicate with millions 
of nodes during each cycle of computation. Doing so would introduce a severe bottleneck in the 
flow of control information and limit the full use of available parallelism. 
Other critical features that would lead to an effective use of available parallelism ay be iden- 
tified by recognizing that the computing resources of any parallel system are used in two ways: 
task related information processing and communication. The first of these involves computations 
directly relevant to the task at hand, while the second--the use of resources for communication-- 
constitutes an overhead that does not contribute directly to the task. Clearly, minimizing com- 
munication costs would help in maximizing the use of parallelism. Communication costs have two 
components: encoding/decoding costs and routing costs. The sender of a message must encode 
information i  a form that is acceptable to the receiver who in turn must decode the message in 
order to extract he relevant information. This constitutes encoding/decoding costs. Sending a 
message also involves decoding the receiver's address and establishing a path between the sender 
and the receiver. This constitutes routing costs. 
Routing costs may be minimized by positing fixed connections between processors and stipu- 
lating that any message sent by a processor will always be transmitted along all links emanating 
from the processor. Doing so would reduce routing costs to zero because sending a message 
would require neither the decoding of an address nor the setting up of a path. But how can 
the decoding/encoding costs be minimized? A trivial way of reducing these costs to zero would 
be to stipulate that messages shall not have any content--if there is no content, there will be 
nothing to encode or decode and therefore the associated cost will be zero. Such a suggestion 
may sound frivolous but one can come very close to reducing the encoding/decoding costs to zero 
by restricting all messages to be scalars, i.e., by requiring that a message not have any internal 
structure, its only information content being its magnitude. 
Finally, conneetionist networks offer a natural computational model for encoding evidential 
formalisms because of the natural correspondence b tween odes and hypotheses, activation 
and evidential support, and input-output functions of nodes and evidence combination rules. In 
general, the connectionist approach suggests alternate ways of characterizing the computations 
that ought to be performed by a semantic network. Instead of viewing reasoning in semantic 
networks as logical deduction, or the computation of set intersection and transitive closure, one 
may view reasoning as probabilistic reasoning, constraint satisfaction, or energy minimization. 
This in turn leads to principled treatment of partial and conflicting information. 
2.1. Controlling Spreading Activation 
A connectionist emantic network not only does away with the data structure/interpreter 
distinction, it also does away with a central controller. Furthermore, messages have no content 
except for a magnitude. While these features may lead to an effective use of parallelism, they also 
confound the control problem. In a connectionist ystem, the connection pattern, the weights on 
links, and the computational characteristics of nodes, must not only represent domain knowledge 
but also encode the retrieval and inferential processes that operate on this knowledge. 
:~The above list of features does not make any reference to an important feature of connectionist models, namely, 
learning. This suggests that there exists a strong case for connectionism even if learning were not a major concern. 
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The restriction on the information content of a message does not pose a problem if one is 
only interested in encoding associations between concepts--storing associations simply requires 
spreading activation, for which scalar messages suffice. This restriction, however, becomes critical 
if one wishes to represent structured knowledge and perform retrieval and inference on this 
knowledge. 
We first consider a simple example that suggests how the control problem may be addressed 
within a connectionist framework. Next we describe how one may pose questions to, and obtain 
answers from, a connectionist emantic network. 
Consider a domain whose objects have two intrinsic properties: color--with values red and 
blue, and shape--with values square and circle. Let obj-1 and obj-2 be two objects in the 
domain where obj-1 is a red square and obj-2 is a blue circle. For simplicity we assume that the 
representation is only expected to support he following operations: 
• Retrieve an object given its (partial) description. For example, retrieve "obj-l" given "red 
color" or given "red color and square shape." 
• Retrieve the value of a specific property of a specified object. For example, retrieve the 
color of obj-1 as "red." 
Let us develop asimple connectionist representation for this domain. The four property values 
red, blue, square, and circle are assumed to be primitive concepts and represented by distinct 
nodes (Figure 2). Each node is a processing element and sends out activation when actine. The 
concept obj-1 is represented by adding the node 'obj-l' and connecting it to the nodes 'red' and 
'square' which represent the property values of obj-1. Similarly, for obj-2 (refer to Figure 2). 
objl I I °b,-2 I 
Figure 2. A simple connectionist e~coding of concepts. The node 'obj - l '  rep- 
resents 'Lred square." Ea~..h node is ~ simple processor Cal~b]e of tralmmitting 
a level of activation. 
The presence of a node such as 'obj-l' distinguishes an explicitly represented concept "the 
red square: obj-l" from a potential object such as "a red circle." It also makes it possible to 
recognize the description '~ed square" as "obj-l." All we need to assume is that giving the 
description '~red circle" amounts to activating the nodes 'red' and 'square' which--by virtue of 
their connections--will activate 'obj-l' but leave 'obj-2' inactive. 
Our design, however, is incomplete. The representation i  Figure 2 does not allow us to dis- 
tinguish between a "red colored square shaped" object and a "red shaped square colored" object. 
As far as the representation is concerned both are equivalent. Furthermore, the representation 
cannot answer questions uch as "What is the color of obj-l?" In response to this question we 
would like the system to say "red" (i.e., have the node 'red' active without the node 'square' 
also becoming active). However, the proposed representation cannot do so. Starting with 'obj-l' 
there is simply no way of activating 'red' without 'square' also becoming active. 
In a traditional semantic network the above problem does not arise because the links in the 
network can be labeled. In a semantic network, the link between 'obj-l' and 'red' would be 
labeled "has-color" and the link between 'obj-l' and 'square' would be labeled "has-shape ~ (as 
was the case in Figure 1). During retrieval, an interpreter would read these labels and decide 
which link is appropriate for the given task. If the task is to find the color of obj-1, the interpreter 
would follow the link labeled "has-color" and arrive at the node 'red.' 
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In a connectionist network, however, we cannot have labels on links: this would amount o 
sending messages that encode more than a strength of activation. Yet we need a mechanism 
that would allow messages from 'obj-l' to selectively reach 'red'--and not 'square'--whenever 
the focus of attention is the color of 'obj-l.' This can be done in a straight forward manner 
by introducing an extra node that would associate 'obj-l' and 'red' only in the context of the 
property color, and 'obj-l' and 'square' in the context of the property shape. 
° [ I lob, I 
Figure 3. A structured connectionist encoding of a concept. Triangular nodes 
such as bl are binder nodes. These nodes control the spread of activation and 
distinguish between property-values of a concept. 
A possible solution along the above lines is given in Figure 3. The triangular nodes--called 
binder nodes--provide the required context. Each binder node associates an object, a property, 
and a property value and becomes active on receiving simultaneous activation from a pair of 
nodes. To find the color of obj-1, one would activate the nodes 'has-color' and 'obj-l.' The 
binder node linking 'has-color' and 'obj-l' to 'red' will receive coincident actiwtion along two of 
its links and become active. As a result, it will transmit activation to 'red' which will then become 
active. If we need to find an object that is red in color we would activate the nodes 'has-color' 
and 'red.' This will cause the appropriate binder node to become active and transmit activation 
to 'obj-l' which will become active, thus completing the retrieval. Finding a "red square object" 
will involve activating the pair of nodes 'red' and 'has-color,' and 'square' and 'has-shape,' which 
would also cause 'obj-l' to be become active. 
2.2. Dealing with Dynamic or Variable Bindings 
So fax we have only considered the representation f relatively stable (long term) knowledge. It 
is reasonable to assume that nodes such as 'obj-r  exist (for example, they might be learned over 
time) in order to represent stable grouping of constituents. However, such a scheme is entirely 
inadequate if such groupings have to be created ynamically for short durations. The need for 
establishing such dynamic short-term bindings clearly arises in language understanding, vision, 
and reasoning. In fact it arises in any situation that involves reasoning with representations that 
include the use of variables. Consider the following example involving a simple reasoning step. 
Assume that a network encodes the rule: 
V(z, U) (HIT(z, U) ~ HURT(u)) 
and facts such as HIT(John, Susan) and HIT(Tom, John) among others. HURT(John) clearly 
follows from the above knowledge by instantiating the rule with the bindings 'Tom" for "x" and 
"John" for "y" and applying modus ponens. If a connectionist network is to infer HUl~r(John) 
it must carry out an equivalent computation. In generic terms, it must have a way of activating 
the representation of HURT given the activation of the representation f HIT. Furthermore, it
must have a mechanism for establishing bindings for variables 'x' and 'y' in the representation 
of HIT and ensuring that the same bindings axe induced in the representation f HURT. The 
problem becomes even more complex if we wish to chain such inference steps. 
CAH~ 23:2-5-T 
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Note that any solution that assumes pre-wired bindings is unacceptable: prewiring bindings 
would correspond to explicitly representing all possible instantiations of the rule. This is not 
feasible because the number of instantiations may be too many--potentially unbounded. Thus 
we need the ability to set up these bindings on the fly. We discuss uch a solution in Section 5. 
2.3. Interfacing with a Connectionist Semantic Network 
Let us provide an overview of how other subsystems may pose questions to and get answers 
from a connectionist emantic network. We assume that a connectionist emantic network system 
consists of a conneetionist emantic network (CSN) and a collection of other network fragments 
called routines. A problem is posed to CSN by activating appropriate nodes in it. Once activated 
the CSN performs the required inferences automatically, and at the end of a specified interval, 
the answer is available implicitly as the levels of activation of some relevant set of nodes within 
the CSN. 
The presentation of the query to the CSN as well as the subsequent answer extraction is 
carried out by routines that encode canned procedures for performing specific tasks. In the 
course of their execution, routines pose queries to the CSN by activating appropriate nodes in it. 
The CSN in turn returns the answer to the routine by activating response nodes in the routine. 
The activation returned by a node in the CSN is a measure of the evidential support for an 
answer (refer to Figure 4). 
It is assumed that all queries originating in routines are posed with respect to an explicit set of 
answers and there exists a response node for each possible answer. Response nodes are arranged 
in a 'winner-take-all' fashion [13], that is, response nodes compete with one another and the node 
receiving the maximum activation from the CSN dominates and triggers the appropriate action. 
Thus computing an answer amounts to choosing the answer that receives the highest evidence 
relative to a set of potential answers. The actual answer extraction mechanism explicitly allows 
for "don't know" as a possible answer. This may happen ff there is insufficient evidence for all 
the choices or if there is no clear-cut dominator. 
Figure 4 depicts the interaction between a fragment of an agent's "restaurant routine" and a 
part of CSN. In this routine fragment, he task of deciding on a wine results in a query to the 
CSN about the taste of food and the decision is made on the basis of the answer eturned by the 
CSN. Action steps are depicted as oval nodes, queries as hexagonal nodes and response nodes 
as circular nodes. The CSN in the example ncodes the following information: Concepts in the 
example domain are characterized by two properties, has-taste and has-color. HAM and PEA 
are two concepts in the domain. HAM is SALTY in taste and is PINK in color, PEA is SWEET 
in taste and is GREEN in color. 
As in Figure 3, each triangular binder node associates an object, a property, and a property 
value. While a rectangular node in the CSN becomes active on receiving activation from any 
node, a binder node becomes active on receiving simultaneous activation from a pair of nodes. 
To find the taste of HAM a routine would activate the nodes has-taste and HAM. The binder 
node 'bl '  linking has-taste and HAM to SALTY will receive coincident activation along two of 
its links and become active. As a result, it will transmit activation to SALTY which will then 
become active. Similarly, if some routine needs to find an object that has a salty taste it would 
activate the nodes has-taste and SALTY. This will cause the appropriate binder node to become 
active and transmit activation to HAM. Eventually, HAM will become active completing the 
retrieval. These two cases roughly correspond to how property inheritance and recognition may 
be processed by a CSN. The above example was extremely simple and was solely meant o give 
the reader an overview of a CSN interface. In subsequent sections we will see complex examples 
of conneetionist emantic networks. 
3. A CONNECTIONIST SEMANTIC NETWORK 
In this section, we review a connectionist emantic network that solves a range of property 
inheritance (inheritance) and recognition problems extremely fast--in time proportional to the 
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Figure 4. An  overview of a connectionist semantic network system. The  hexag- 
onal 'query' node poses a question by activating nodes in the semantic network, 
while the circtdar 'response' nodes receive activation from the semantic net- 
work. Response nodes form a 'winner take all' network and compete with one 
another. A 'don't know' answer is selected if none of the other answer nodes 
receive sufficient evidence or if no node emerges as a clear winner. 
depth of the conceptual hierarchy. In addition to offering computational effectiveness, the con- 
nectionist semantic network computes solutions to the inheritance and recognition problems in 
accordance with a theory of evidential reasoning that derives from the principle of max imum 
entropy. The mapping between the knowledge level and the network level is precisely specified 
and, given a high-level specification of the knowledge to be encoded, a network compiler can gen- 
erate the appropriate connectionist network. The solution scales because 1) the time to answer 
questions only depends on the depth of the conceptual hierarchy, not on the size of the semantic 
memory, and 2) the number of nodes in the connectionist encoding is only linear in the number 
of concepts, properties, and property-value attachments in the underlying semantic network. 
Inheritance refers to the form of reasoning that leads an agent to infer property values of 
a concept based on the property values of its ancestors. For example, if the agent knows that 
'birds fly,' then given that 'Tweety is a bird,' he may infer that 'Tweety flies.' Inheritance may be 
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Figure 5. A tangled conceptual hierarchy. Dick is both a Repubfican and a 
Quaker. RepublirAn~ te~nd to be non-pacifists and Quakers tend to be pacifists. 
Information about the belief in pacifism or non-pacifism isavailable at concepts 
that are outlined in dark. 
generalized to refer to the process of determining property values of a concept C, by looking up 
information directly available at C, and if such local information is not available, by looking up 
property values of concepts that lie above C in the conceptual hierarchy. 
Recognition is the dual of the inheritance problem. The recognition problem may be described 
as follows: 'Given a description consisting of a set of properties, find a concept hat best matches 
this description.' Note that during matching all the property values of a concept may not be 
available locally. For this reason, recognition may be viewed as a very general form of pattern 
matching: one in which the target patterns are organized in a hierarchy, and where matching an 
input pattern A with a target pattern Ti involves matching properties of A with local properties 
of T/as well as with properties that ~ inherits from its ancestors. 
A principled treatment of inheritance and recognition is confounded by the presence of ex- 
ceptions and conflicting information. Such information is hound to arise in any representation 
that admits default properties [14]. Consider the following situation. An agent believes that 
most Quakers are pacifists and most Republicans are non-pacifists. She also knows that John 
is a Republican, Jack is a Quaker, and Dick is both a Quaker and a Republican. Based on her 
beliefs, it will be reasonable for the agent to conclude that John is, perhaps, a non-pacifist, and 
Jack is, perhaps, a pacifist. But what should the agent believe about Dick? Is Dick a pacifist or 
a non-pacifist? 
In [8,14] we propose an evidential formalization of semantic networks to deal with such prob- 
lematic situations. This formalization leads to a principled treatment of ezcepiions, multiple 
inheritance and conflicting information during inheritance, and the bea match or partial match 
computation during recognition. The evidential formulation assumes that partial information 
about property values of concepts is available in the form of relative frequency distributions as- 
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soeiated with some concepts. This information can be treated as evidence during the processing 
of inheritance and recognition queries. Answering a query involves identifying relevant concepts 
and combining information (i.e., evidence) available at these concepts to compute the most likely 
answer. The method of estimating unknown relative frequencies using known relative frequencies 
is based on the principle of mazimum entropy, and can be summarized as follows: If an agent 
does not know a relative frequency, it may estimate it by ascertaining the most likely state of the 
world consistent with its knowledge and use the relative frequency that holds in that world. 
Let us look at an informal example that illustrates the evidential approach. Consider the 
conceptual hierarchy shown in Figure 5 which is a generalization of the 'Quaker example' men- 
tioned above. The agent knows how the instances of some of the concepts are distributed with 
respect o pacifism/non-pacifism, and such concepts are represented using boxes outlined in dark. 
Answering a question such as 'Is Dick a pacifist or a non-pacifist,' involves the following steps: 
1. Identify concepts that contain information relevant to answering the question. 
2. If there is only one relevant concept, the question can be answered irectly with reference 
to this concept. In our case, however, there are two relevant concepts: QUAK and REPUB 
(in general, there may be several relevant concepts). 
3. Combine the information available in the relevant concepts using the following two step 
process. 
(a) Determine a projection of the conceptual hierarchy by only focusing on the relevant 
concepts and other concepts that lie above the relevant concepts and for which we 
know the distribution with respect o pacifism and non-pacifism. Figure 6 shows the 
projected conceptual hierarchy for the example under discussion. 
(b) Move up the projection and combine information at common ancestors of relevant 
concepts. The common ancestors provide the reference frame for combining evidence. 
This process is repeated until information from all the relevant concepts has been 
combined. In the example under discussion, the information available at QUAK and 
REPUB would be combined at PERSON to produce the net evidence for Dick being 
a pacifist as well as Dick being a non-pacifist. 
3.1. An Evidential Representation Language 
The knowledge in the semantic memory is expressed in terms of a partially ordered set of 
concepts (i.e., a IS-A hierarchy of concepts) together with a partial specification of the property 
values of these concepts. The set of concepts is referred to as CSET, the partial ordering as <<, 
and the information about property values of a concept is specified using the distribution function 
6, where, 6(C, P) specifies how instances of C are distributed with respect o the values of prop- 
erty P. For example, 6(APPLE, has-color) may be {RED-  60, GREEN - 55, YELLOW - 
23...}. Note that 6 is only a partial mapping. In terms of a trwlitional representation language, 
knowing 6(C, P) amounts to knowing---explicitly--the values of P associated with C. For conve- 
nience we also make use of the # notation. Thus, #C[P, V] equals the number of instances of C 
that are observed by the agent o have the value V for property P. For example, given the above 
specification of 6(APPLE, has-color), #APPLE[has-color, RED] -- 60. The # notation may 
be generalized so that #C[P1, V1][P2, V2]... [Pn, Vn] - the number of instances of C observed 
to have the value V1 for property P1,... and value Vn for property pn. 
Observe that the representation language allows only property values to be exceptional, but 
not IS-A links. A concept is either an instance or subtype of another concept or it is not; the 
relation specifies this unequivocally. The notion of exceptions applies only to property values, and 
even here exceptions do not entail 'cancellation' or 'blocking' of properties. This leads to a clear 
semantics of conceptual taxonomies while still allowing exceptional and conflicting information. 
Problems arising from allowing exceptions to IS-A links are discussed in [15]. In terms of the 
above notation, the inheritance and recognition problems may be stated as follows: 
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Figure 6. The projected conceptual hierarchy relevant for determining whether 
Dick is a paclfmt or a non-pac i~t .  
Inheritance: 
Given a concept C and a property P, find Vi the most likely value of property P for 
concept C. In other words, find I~ such that the most likely value of #C[P, Vii equals 
or exceeds the most likely value of #C[P, Vj] for any other value Vj of P. 
Recognit ion: 
Given a set of concepts, Z = {C1, C2,... Cn), and a description consisting of a set 
of property value pairs, i.e., DESCR - {[P1, V1], [P2, V2], ... [Pro, Vm]), find a 
Ci such that relative to the concepts pecified in Z, Ci is the most likely concept 
described by DESCR. In other words, find Ci such that the most likely value of 
#Ci[Px, V1], [t>2, V~], ... [Pro, Vm] exceeds the most likely value of #Cj[Px, Vx], 
[P~, V2], ... [Pro, Vm] for any other Cj. If Z = {APPLE, GRAPE), DESCR = 
{[has-color, RED], [has-taste, SWEET]} then the recognition problem may be para- 
phrased as: "Is something red in color and sweet in taste more likely to be an apple 
or a grape?" 
The proposed system solves such inheritance and recognition problems in time proportional 
to the depth of the conceptual hierarchy provided some constraints are satisfied (refer to [8]). 
3.2. Connectionist Encoding 
Adopting the terminology used in [13] we will characterize the behavior of each node in terms 
of a state either active or inert, a potential--a real-value in the range [0,1], and an output 
value--also in the range [0,1], together with functions P, Q, and V that define the values of 
potential, state and output at time t + 1, based on the values of potential, state and inputs 
at time t. For simplicity of description, we assume that nodes have multiple input sites, and 
incoming links are connected to specific sites. Each site has an associated site-ruction. These 
functions carry out local computations based on the inputs incident at the site, and it is the 
result of this computation that is processed by the functions P, V and Q. 
In order to solve the inheritance and recognition problems, the network must perform very 
specific computations and it must do so without the intervention of a central controller. The 
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design involves introducing binder and relay nodes that act as 'control nodes' throughout the 
network to mediate and control the spread of activation. The network is designed automatically 
by a network compiler that takes as input, a high level specification of the knowledge to be 
encoded in the network. The syntax of the specification language parallels the representation 
language described above. 
I BELIEF J 
RELAY 
~PACIFIST J ~ tNON-PAC 
- I I -  PACIFIST NON-PAC cP HCP 
PERSON [I,b_, PACIFIST] #PACIFIST 
I /__qUAKE FI[hb,.PACIFISTJ J 
IPACIFIST " J CP 
#OUAKERIhb. PACIFISTI 
f'/"~ IT '~R rtR p ~ l  Nh lb C lF . j~ lhb .  PACIFIST| ~/ 
'J~CIFISTI L. #PERSON (hb, P 
E~ PERSON 
" RELAY L / \  
/ 
# qUAKE.RR / ~ / ~# RE PUBLICAN 
,~'ERSON / ~ \#PERSON 
' RELAY [ ~  RELAY 
QUAKER ~ REPUBLICAN 
RELAY ~ RELAY 
RELAY I 
DICK 
i has-belief 
Figure 7. A fragment of a connectionist network encoding the Quaker- 
Republican example. Quantities along links denote weights. These weights 
depend on the relative frequency of Quakers, Republicans, and Persons vis-a- 
vis pacifism/non-paci£mm. Undirected links are bidirectional links. The site 
label ENABLE has been abbreviated to E, and 'has-belief' has been abbrevi- 
ated to 'hb' in the description of weights. All inputs incident at the ENABLE 
site of binder nodes have a weight of 1.0. 
In [8] we identify specific constraints that must be satisfied by the conceptual structure in 
order to achieve an efficient connectionist realization. For example, one of the constraints specifies 
that if the network is to correctly inherit the value of some property of a concept C, then the 
concepts that lie above C and have information about this property attached to them, must form 
a tree. Another constraint imposes a uniformity requirement on property value attachments 
in the conceptual structure and suggests that the conceptual hierarchy must comprise of several 
alternate "views" of the underlying concepts. A detailed iscussion of these constraints i beyond 
the scope of this review. 
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Figure 7 shows a fragment of a connectionist network that encodes: 
"Dick is a Quaker and a Republican, most Quakers have pacifist beliefs, while most 
Republicans have non-pacifist beliefs" 
[t is assumed that one of the properties attached to persons is 'has-belief,' some of whose values 
are 'pacifist' and 'non-pacifist.' The figure only shows connections that are required to process 
inheritance questions. The information about the relative frequencies of Quakers and Republicans 
with respect to pacifism and non-pacifism are encoded as weights on appropriate links. 
The question of Dick's beliefs on pacifism (or lack of it) can be posed to the network by acti- 
vating the nodes DICK, has-belief, and BELIEF. The resulting potentials of the nodes PACIFIST 
and NON-PAC will determine whether Dick is more likely to be a pacifist or a non-pacifist. It 
can be shown that the potential of the node PACIFIST equals: 
#QUAKER[has-bel, PACIFIST] x #REPUBLICAN[has-bel, PACIFIST] 
#BEL IEF  x #PERSON[has-bel, PACIFIST] 
The potential of the node NON-PAC is given by an analogous expression in which NON-PAC 
replaces PACIFIST. 
#A[P,VI ] 
~CP RELAY t Vi HC 
v [ QUERY 
QUERY 
P 
1.0 
1.0 
RELAY 
CP A HCP 
QUERY 
Figure 8. Interconnections for representing 8(C, P): Each value ~ of P is 
connected to A via a distinct 5~nh-node. The site name ENABLE has been 
abbreviated to E. A ~inh-node also receives an input from the INHEP, . IT  
node at site ENABLE.  6inh-nodes play a role during inheritance. 
Ignoring the common factor, #BELIEF, in the above expression, the potential of PACIFIST 
corresponds tothe best estimate of the number of persons that are both Quakers and Republicans 
and believe in pacifism. Similarly, the potential of NON-PAC corresponds to the best estimate of 
the number of persons that are both Quakers and Republicans and believe in non-pacifism (for 
a justification, refer to [8]). Hence, a comparison of the two potentials will give the most likely 
answer to the question: Is Dick a pacifist or a non-pacifist? 
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8.3. Encoding the Conceptual Structure 
The encoding employs five distinct node types. These axe the concept nodes (~-nodes), property 
nodes (C-nodes), binder nodes, relay nodes, and enable nodes. With reference to Figure 7, all 
solid boxes denote ~-nodes, all triangular nodes denote binder nodes, and the single dashed box 
denotes a ~b-node. Relay nodes are used to control directionality of spreading activation along 
the conceptual hierarchy, while enable nodes are used to specify the type of query (inheritance 
or categorization). Relay and enable nodes are not shown in Figure 7. 
Each concept is represented by a ~-node. These nodes have six sites: QUERY,  RELAY,  
CP,  HCP,  PV  and INV. With reference to the partial ordering <<, if concept B is a parent 
of concept A then there is a T (bottom up) link from A to B and a ~ (top down) link from B 
to A. The weight on both these links equal #A/~B and they are incident at the site RELAY.  
As the T and ~ links always occur in pairs, they will often be represented by a single undirected 
arc. Arcs between DICK and QUAKER, and QUAKER and PERSON, are examples of such 
interconnections. 
QUERYp IINV Vt QUERY 
1.£ 
1.0 
#A[P,Vi] ]INV RELAY 
T£ I pv A 
QUERY 
Figure 9. Interconnections for representing 8(A, P): Each value Vi of P is 
connected to A via a ellatinct 8r~c-node. A ~ree-node also receives an input 
from the RECOGNIZE node at site ENABLE.  ~rcc-nodes play a role during 
recognition. 
Each property is also encoded as a node. These nodes are called C-nodes, and they have one 
input site: QUERY.  
If 6(A, P) is known, then for every value ~ of P there exists a pair of binder nodes [A, P ---* I~] 
and [P, Vi ~ .4] connected to A, P and ~ as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. A
binder node such as [A, P --* 1~] is called a 61nh-node and has two sites: ENABLE and EC. The 
node [A, P --, ~] receives one input from node A and another from node P. Both these inputs 
are incident at site ENABLE,  and the weight on these links is 1.0. The link from [A, P --* ~] to 
V~ is incident at site CP  and the weight on this link is given by #A[P, Vi]/#Vi. A binder node 
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such as the node [P, ~ --+ .4] is called a 6tee-node and has one site ENABLE where it receives 
inputs from nodes P and ~;  the weights on these links are 1.0. The output from [P, ~ --* A] is 
incident at the site PV  of A, and the weight on this link is given by #ALP, gi]/~A. 
If B is a parent of A and both 6(A, P) and 6(B, P) are known, and there is no concept C 
between A and B for which 6(C, P) is known, then there is a link from [.4, P ---, ~] to [B, P --, I~], 
incident at site EC with a weight of #A[P, ~]/#B[P, ~] (refer to Figure 10). Similarly, there 
is a link from [P, ~ --* B] to A incident at site INV with a weight of #B[P, Vi]/#B. Finally, if 
B is such that it is the highest node for which 5(B, P) is known, then the link from [B, P ---, ~] 
to ~ is incident at site HCP,  instead of site CP. 
ti- lv' -p C HCP 
#A[P,Vi] 
#Vi 
#B[P,M ] 
#Vi 
#A[P,V~] 
#B[P,V i ] 
1.0 
1.0 I CP 
RELAY 
B 
QUERY 
HCP I
1.0 [C RELAY 
P A p 
1.0 QUERY 
Figure 10. Interconnections between 6inh-nodes. Such interconnectjons exist 
between 6~nh-nodem ncoding 5(A, P) and 6(B,P) if there exists no concept C 
that lles between A and B, for which 5(C, P) is known. 
Besides the interconnections described above, all nodes representing concepts, properties, and 
values (~onodes and ~nodes) have an external input incident at the site QUERY,  with a weight 
of 1.0. In addition to the node types described above, there are two other enable units: INHERIT 
and RECOGNIZE. These units have one input site: QUERY,  at which they receive an external 
input. Each/~inh-node r ceives an input from the node INHERIT at the site ENABLE while 
each 6tee-node receives an input from the node RECOGNIZE also at the site ENABLE.  
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C2 
C3 I 
Figure 11. The 1" and ~ links shown above are realized nRing relay nodes as 
shown in Figure 12. 
3.J. Description of Network Behavior 
Each node in the network can be in one of two states: act ive or inert .  A node switches to 
an act ive state under conditions pecified below and transmits an output equal to its potential. 
The computational characteristics of various node types are as follows: 
~-nodes: 
State: Node is in act ive state if it receives one or more inputs. 
Potential: 
~inh-nodes: 
State: 
Potential: 
6tee-nodes: 
State: 
Potential: 
If no inputs at site HCP then 
potential = the product of inputs at sites QUERY,  RELAY,  
CP,  and PV  divided by the product of inputs at 
site INV. 
else potential -- the product of inputs at sites QUERY,  RELAY,  
HCP 
Node is in act ive state if and only if it receives all the three inputs at site 
ENABLE.  
If state - act ive then potential - 1.0 * the product of inputs at sites EC 
else potential -- NIL 
Node is in act ive state if and only if it receives all three inputs at site 
ENABLE.  
If state - act ive then potential -- 1.0 else potential -- NIL 
~nodes, the INHERIT node, and the RECOGNIZE node switch to act ive state if they receive 
input at site QUERY,  and in this state their potential always equals 1.0. 
The networks have the additional property that unlike other links that always transmit he 
output of their source node, the T and I normally remain disabled, and transmit activity only 
when they are enabled. The effect of enabling the T (~) links at a ~-node, C, has a chain effect 
and the T (1) links emanating from all nodes reachable from C via T (1) links also get enabled. 
Let us see how this control is affected. 
A T or ~ link is not encoded as a simple link. Instead, it is encoded via relay nodes. Figure 11 
and Figure 12 illustrate the encoding: Figure 12 shows the actual implementation f the T and 1 
links for the network described in Figure 11. 
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C1 0 C1-J, E 
I RE 
Figure 12. The re4dization of 1" and I llnic, shown in Fib, ure 11. Pentagon 
nodes are re l~ nodes. O and UP  are abbreviations for OWNER and UP-  
STREAM respectively. The site RELAY in node C2 has been duplicated 
for ease of illustration. 
Each ~-node, C, has two rehy nodes: C-~ and C-T, associated with it. C-1 for encoding the 
I links and C-T for encoding the T links. The relay node C-T receives an external input at site 
ENABLE,  an input from the ~-node C at site OWNER,  and inputs from all relay nodes X-T 
such that C is a parent of X in the conceptual hierarchy. All these inputs have a weight of 1.0. If 
Y is a parent of C in the conceptual hierarchy, then the output of C-T goes to the site RELAY 
of Y and to the site UPSTREAM of Y-T. The weight of the link to Y-T nodes is 1.0, while the 
weight of the link to Y is #C/#Y.  The interconnections of a node such as C-1 are analogous to 
that of the node C-T. 
A relay node becomes active if it receives input at site ENABLE or UPSTREAM.  The 
potential of a relay node equals the input it receives at site OWNER.  
3.5. Posing Queries and Computing Solutions 
We assume that each inheritance query specifies a concept C, a property P, a set of possible 
answers, V-SET = {V1, V2,... Vn}, and a concept REF that is an ancestor of every member of 
V-SET. (Typically, REF is a parent of ~'s. For example, if H's are RED, GREEN, BLUE ... 
then REF could be COLOR). The goal is to find V* E V-SET such that relative to the values 
specified in V-SET, V* is the most likely value of property P for concept C. Such an inheritance 
query is posed to the network as follows: 
1. The nodes C, P, and INHERIT are activated by setting their external inputs to 1.0. 
2. If one or more members of V-SET reach an active state wit~hin two time steps, REF is 
activated and its potential gets set to 1.0. The ~ links leaving REF also get enabled. 
3. If none of the members of V-SET receive any activation, then in addition to activating REF 
and enabling the ~ links leaving REF, the T links leaving C are also enabled. 
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#PERSON ,= 200 
#PERSON [has-bel, PAC] - 60 
#PERSON [has-bel, NON-PAC] = 140 
#PERSQN [has-eth-org, AFRIC] = 40 
#PERSON |has-eth-org, EURP] - 16C 
has-belief 
Values: PAC, NON-PAC 
has-eth.org 
Values: AFRIC. EURO 
REL-PER PObPER 
ZORAS 
# ZORAS = 140 
#CHRIST = 60 
#CHRIST[has-bol, PAC] ,, 24 
#CHRIST[has-bel, NON-PAC} = 36 
CHRIST 
MCRvl 
50 
/ #QUAK = 10 #OUAK[has-bel, PAC] = 7 #QUAK[has-bel, NON-PAC] ,,, 3 
QUA]-- - - - ' ]  E~--5-~ + 
Jr#REPUB ,= 80 
#REPUB [has-bel, PAC] = 16 
#REPUB [has-bel, NON-PAC] = 64 
#REPUB [has-eth-org, AFRIC] = 5 
#REPUB [has-eth-org, EURO] = 75 
-I" Jr#DEMOC-, 120 
#DEMOC[has-bel, PAC] ,, 44 
#DEMOC{has-bel, NON-PAC] = 76 
#DEMOC[has-eth-org, AFRIC] ,, 35 
#DEMOC[has-elh-org, EURO] ,, 85 
Figure 13. An examples domain. The relative frequency information is ex- 
pressed using the ~ notation. Thus #PERSON[has-bel,PAC]-- 60,means 
that among the persons observed by the agent, 60 held pacifist beliefs. 
After d + 4 time steps--where d is the longest path in the conceptual hierarchy, the potentials of 
nodes will be such that the node V* E V-SET with the highest potential will correspond to the 
value that is the solution to the inheritance problem. 
Recognition queries are assumed to specify a set of concepts C-SET = {C1,C2 , . . .Cn} ,  a 
reference concept REF, such that REF is an ancestor of all concepts in C-SET, and a description 
consisting of a set of property value pairs, i.e., a set DESCR = {[P1, V1], [P2, V2],... [Pm, Vm]}. 
The objective is to find C* E C-SET such that relative to the concepts pecified in C-SET, C* 
is the most likely concept described by DESCR. A recognition query is posed as follows: 
1. The nodes Pj and ~ corresponding to each [Pj, ~] mentioned in DESCR are activated 
together with the node RECOGNIZE. This is done by setting the external inputs of these 
nodes to 1.0. 
2. After a single time step, the node RECOGNIZE is disabled, node REF is activated and the 
links emanating from REF are enabled. 
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After d + 2 time steps, the potential of the nodes will be such that the node C,  E C-SET 
with the highest potential will correspond to the solution of the recognition problem. 
As explained in Section 2.3, the queries to the connectionist emantic network (CSN) are 
posed by other network fragments called routines. The requisite nodes in CSN are activated by 
query nodes within a routine. Other nodes in the answer network component of the routines 
receive the ensuing potentials of the nodes in V-SET (for inheritance queries) or C-SET (for 
recognition queries). Answer networks are designed to be winner-take-all gadgets that choose the 
answer with the highest potential. The design of routines is discussed in [16]. 
3.6. Some Examples 
We illustrate the behavior of networks and the nature of inferences drawn by them with the 
help of two examples. The first example is the well known 'Nixon diamond' and it demonstrates 
how the network performs inheritance in the presence of conflicting information arising due to 
'multiple inheritance.' Figure 13 depicts the underlying information. There are two properties 
has-bel (has-belief) with values PAC (pacifist) and NON-PAC (non-pacifist), and has eth-org 
(ethnic-origin) with values AFR IC  (African) and EURO (European). 
In qualitative terms, the information encoded is as follows: 
Most persons are non-pacifists, most Quakers are pacifists, most Republications 
are non-pacifists, most persons are of European descent, most Republicans are of 
European descent, and most persons of African descent are Democrats. 
As an example of inheritance, consider the query: 'Is Dick a pacifist or a non-pacifist?' 
The normalized potentials of PAC and NON-PAC as a result of this query are 1.00 and 0.66 
respectively. Thus, on the basis of the available information, Dick who is a Republican and a 
Quaker is more likely to be a pacifist than a non-pacifist, the ratio of likelihoods being about 
3:2. Similar simulations for RICK, PAT, and SUSAN lead to the following results: Rick who is a 
Mormon Republican is more likely to be a non-pacifist. The ratio of pacifist v/s non-pacifist for 
Rick being 0.39 v/s 1.00. Pat who is Mormon Democrat is also more likely to be a non-pacifist, 
but only marginally so (0.89 v/s 1.00). Finally, Susan who is a Quaker Democrat is likely to be 
a pacifist with a very high likelihood (1.00 v/s 0.29). 
As an example of recognition, consider the query: 'among Dick, Rick, Susan, and Pat, who is 
more likely to be a pacifist of African descent?' The resulting normalized potentials are SUSAN 
1.00, PAT  0.57, D ICK  0.11, and R ICK  0.05. As would be expected, Susan who is a Democrat 
and a Quaker, best matches the description 'person of African descent with pacifist beliefs.' The 
least likely person turns out to be Rick (notice that Rick is neither a Democrat, many of whom 
are of African origin, nor is he a Quaker, many of whom are pacifist). 
4. A CONNECTIONIST MODEL FOR INTERPRETING FIGURATIVE 
ADJECTIVE-NOUN PHRASES 
The connectionist semantic network described in the previous section dealt with inheritance 
and recognition problems. Thus given a concept and a property, it could identify the most 
likely property value. Alternately, given a description consisting of property value palm, it could 
identify the concept that matched the description. The system, however, was not designed to 
draw inferences across property values of the same concept, that is, given the value of some 
property of a concept, the system could not predict other property values of the concept. Such 
inferences are important and play a critical role in both common sense reasoning and language 
understanding--specifically, in the interpretation of adjective-noun phrases. Comdder the phrase 
"a green banana." The color value "green" in the context of "banana" provides strong evidence in 
favor of other property values of the concept. It suggests, among other things, that the banana in 
question is unripe, bitter, and difficult to peel. These inferences are drawn naturally, effortlessly, 
and with regularity--so much so, that it in the context of "banana," it may be appropriate to 
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view "unripe" as an extended sense of "green. "3 We would like a semantic network to be capable 
of drawing such inferences. 
The phrase "a green banana," is an example of a literal adjective-noun phrase because the 
adjective (green) names a well-defined property value of the concept denoted by the noun (ba- 
nana). The interpretation process of such a phrase can be modeled by assuming that there exist 
links between correlated property values of a concept, and the activation of a value activates 
other correlated values. For example, the node 'green' (a value of the property has-color) and 
the node 'bitter' (a value of the property has-taste) may be connected by a bidirectional link 
that is enabled whenever 'bitter' or 'green' are activated in the course of describing the concept 
' banana .  ' 
The interpretation of adjective-noun phrases and the inference of property values becomes 
complicated if the modifying adjective names a property value that does not apply to the noun. 
Examples of such phrases are "a green idea" or "a blue tree." In the first case, "green" is a 
value of the property color but the property has-color does not apply to "ideas." In the second 
case, although "blue" is a value of a property that applies to "trees," it is not a value normally 
associated with "trees." If an agent uses such an anomalous phrase, and if it is reasonable to 
assume that the agent is trying to communicate something, then the listener or reader has to 
come up with a figurative interpretation f such a phrase. 
The ability to interpret figurative adjective-noun phrases is essential for understanding at- 
ural language and a semantic network underlying a language understanding system should be 
capable of supporting such an interpretive process. Weber has developed a connectionist ystem 
for interpreting literal as well as figurative adjective-noun phrases [17]. The system is called 
DIFICIL, for Direct Inferences and Figurative Interpretation i  a Connectionist Implementation 
for Language comprehension, and it implements the following three stage model of figurative 
interpretation. 
1. The need for a figurative interpretation is identified by recognizing that the phrase is not a 
literal adjective-noun phrase. 
. A source field of property values is established by computing all the literal connotations of 
the adjective. These include the property value directly indicated by the adjective, together 
with other property values that are correlated with this value among various concepts. 
. Mappings are established from property values in the source field to property values of 
the target concept (the target concept is the concept denoted by the noun). This involves 
mapping the properties associated with the source field to properties of the target concept, 
and then mapping specific property values in the source field to appropriate property values 
of the target concept. 
Let us look at the phrase "green idea" to see how the model operates. The interpretation 
of this phrase will proceed as follows: A category error will be detected because the property 
color does not apply to ideas. Next a source field of property values will be computed. Such 
a source field will include "green" because green is a property value of several concepts uch as 
car, furniture, and fruits. Additionally, other property values that are correlated with green in 
these concepts will also be included. For example, the source field may contain unripe which is 
a property value of maturity, because green is strongly associated with unripeness in the domain 
of fruits. Finally, a mapping from the source domain (fruit) to the target domain (ideas) will be 
established. Such a mapping may map the property maturity of fruits to the property state-of 
development of ideas, and the value unripe of fruit to the value immature of ideas. This will result 
in the phrase "green idea" being figuratively interpreted as '~immature idea." In the remainder 
of this section we review the design and functioning of DIFICIL. Complete details may be found 
in [lr]. 
3The phrase "a green banana" raay be contrasted with the phrase "a green car." Although "green" leads to a 
host of predictions about other property values in the case of "banana," no such inferences seem to follow in the 
case  of uc~r.~t 
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,[.1. Representation of Concepts 
Concepts (or categories) in DIFICIL have an internal structure that captures the correlations 
and coherence among the property values of a concept. The various property values of a concept 
are organized into coherent clusters called aspects. What constitutes an aspect of a concept is 
determined by the "functional properties" of the concept. For example, the concept "diamond ~
has two distinct functional aspects: one pertaining to its industrial use and the other to its 
ornamental use. With each of these aspects one can associate a number of property values. The 
property values hard, durable, tiny, and cheap may be associated with the "industrial" aspect, 
while the the property values: brilliant, clear, large, and expensive may be associated with 
the "ornamental" aspect. Most property values of a concept remain true irrespective of their 
aspect--both industrial as well as ornamental diamonds are hard and durable--but the salience 
of individual property values changes from one aspect o another. 
dcfault ,, ,,.] 
Figure 14. The representation f the ornamental spect of diamond. Hexagonal 
nodes represent concept nodes, square nodes re~t  properties, round nodes 
represent property-values, the pentagon acts as a hub for the a~ect  description, 
triangular nodes are pvc-hinder nodes, and the rectau~lar node is a control 
node specifying that the ornamental aspect of diamond is the default aspect. 
Undirected links are bidirectional links and blobs at the end of ~ukR denote 
(inhibitory) links with negative weights. 
Given that the internal structure of concepts needs to be represented, the connectionist en- 
coding used in DIFICIL is more involved and makes use of several types of binder nodes and other 
control nodes. Figure 14 describes the encoding of the ornamental aspect of diamonds. Hexag- 
onal nodes represent concepts, square nodes represent properties, and circular nodes represent 
property values. Triangular nodes are binder nodes that associate a property and a property- 
value with a concept. We will refer to these binder nodes as pvc-binders. A pentagon shaped 
node acts as an aspectual hub and binds together property values that belong to the same aspect. 
Finally, rectangular nodes exercise specific control functions. In this example, the control node 
encodes that the ornamental aspect of a diamond is the default aspect of diamonds and should 
be chosen as the default aspect in the absence of any other information. The potential and 
output of all concept, property, and property value nodes simply equal the sum of their inputs. 
Bidirectional links are shown as undirected edges, excitatory links (links with positive weights) 
are shown as directed edges, while inhibitory links (links with negative weights) are depicted as 
arcs terminating in a dark blob. 
We now consider the three stages involved in the figurative interpretation of adjective-noun 
phrases and see how these are realized in DIFICIL. 
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category error I 
expectation violation ] ~[  metaphor 
Figure 15. Mechanism for detecting semantic anomalies. In general, there 
exists one category error node for each property, and an expectation violation 
node for each concept, property pair. The activation of the metaphor node 
signals a semantic anomaly. 
4.2. Detection of Semantic Anomaly 
The DIFICIL system is geared to detect wo kinds of semantic anomalies: category errors 
and expectation violation. The phrase "green idea" is an example of a category error because 
green specifies a color value but the property has-color does not apply to the category "ideas." 
The phrase "green recruit" on the other hand, is an example of expectation violation. Since 
recruits are people, the property has-color applies to them and there is no category error. There 
is however, an expectation violation because green is not an expected color value of people. Let 
us briefly review how DIFICIL detects the two types of semantic anomalies (refer to Figure 15). 
For each property in the semantic network, DIFICIL creates a property node as well as a 
category error detection ode. A category error detection ode receives activation from all the 
values of the property and inhibition from all concepts to which the property may apply. The 
activation of a property value in the absence of the activation of any of the appropriate concepts 
causes the detector node to become active thereby signaling acategory error (refer to Figure 15). 
Expectation violations are also recognized using detector nodes. There is one expectation 
violation detector for every concept and (applicable) property pair. The expectation violation 
detector node for a concept property pair [C, P] receives inhibitory connections from all binder 
nodes that associate the values of P with C, and an excitatory connection from P via C. If P is 
active but none of the binder nodes are active, it means that the property value specified with 
the concept is not one of the values known to the system. The expectation violation detector 
node becomes active whenever this situation arises (refer to Figure 15). 
The detector nodes are connected to a common metaphor node whose activation signals the 
need for a figurative interpretation. 
4.3. Computation of the Source Field 
The next step in the figurative interpretation f an adjective noun phrase is the computation 
of the source field. The source field consists of all the connotations of the adjective. As stated 
earlier, the connotation of an adjective consists of the property-value directly indicated by the 
adjective, together with other property-values of various concepts that are correlated with this 
value. With reference to the representation f concepts adopted in this work, correlated property 
values are simply those property values that are in the same aspect of a concept. Thus the 
property values in the source field may be identified as follows: Let the property value indicated 
by the adjective be V. If C i is an aspect of a concept C such that V occurs in C i, then all the 
property values in C i are also in the source field. 
The computation of the source field is implemented with the help of a special priming mech- 
anism that feeds into all the concepts in the system. This mechanism is enabled as soon as the 
metaphor node (the one that detects a semantic anomaly) becomes active. Once enabled, the 
priming mechanism behaves as follows: Its output starts out as an excitatory signal but decays 
23:2-5-U 
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Figure 16. The property-value 'large' is common to person and diamond. Also 
the property-values 'large' and '~greslve' are in the same aspect of person. 
This causes "aggressive diamond" to be inteTpreted as"large diamond" via 
val~e t~naference. 
over time and soon becomes an inhibitory signal (thus it behaves like a ramp with a negative 
slope). As a result of this activity in the priming mechanism, all concepts in the semantic network 
are stimulated for a short time after the semantic anomaly is detected. Thus it is as if the system 
is simultaneously considering the combination of the adjective with every concept in the semantic 
network. The priming mechanism provides an excitatory signal long enough to allow concepts 
to activate their relevant aspects. Activation now flows from the active property value to the 
"aspectual hub" and in turn to all the properties in the aspect. To illustrate the above process, 
consider the phrase "aggressive diamond." This phrase has no literal interpretation and hence, 
it will trigger the semantic anomaly signal which in turn will activate the priming mechanism. 
Consequently, activity in the system will amount o a parallel consideration of adjective noun 
phrases uch as "aggressive fruit," "aggressive weapon," aggressive furniture," aggressive per- 
son," "aggressive holiday," etc. Most of these will not correspond to any [concept property-value] 
pair represented in the system and will lead to no further activity. "Aggressive weapon" and 
"aggressive person" however, may correspond to an actual [concept property-value] pair in the 
system and therefore, may lead to the activation of the appropriate aspects of weapon and person 
respectively. The property-values in these aspects will become active and form the source field 
for the figurative interpretation of "aggressive diamond." 
~.4. Computing Property Value Mappings 
Once the source field of property values has been computed, the system must establish a nmp- 
ping from these values to the property values of the concept named by the noun in the figurative 
adjective noun phrase (i.e., the target concept). This involves establishing two correspondences: 
from property to property and from property-value to property-value. For example, during the 
interpretation f the phrase "green idea," the system must establish acorrespondence between the 
property maturity of fruits and the property state-of-development of ideas, and between the value 
"unripe" of maturity and the value "immature" of state-of-development. Similarly, during the 
interpretation f the phrase "green recruit," the system must establish acorrespondence between 
the properties has-color and has-ezperience, and between the values "green" and "inexperienced." 
In its current form, DIFICIL focuses on the problem of establishing correspondences between 
property-values. It implements three methods for doing so, namely, value transference, scalar 
correspondence, and qualitative correspondence. We consider each of these in turn. 
Value transference is the most direct form of correspondence and is illustrated by the following 
example (refer to Figure 16). Suppose the system encodes the knowledge that aggressive people 
are also large in size, that is, the property-values "large" and "aggressive" occur in the same 
aspect of the concept "person." Given this background knowledge, the system may interpret the 
phrase "aggressive diamond" to mean "large diamond." What happens here is that the property° 
value "aggressive" applies to the concept "person" and the aspect of "person" that includes the 
property-value "aggressive," also includes the property-value "large." Now "large" also applies 
to "diamond," and is therefore transferred to "diamond" as the figurative meaning of aggressive. 
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This form of mapping is called value transference and may be applied if there exists a common 
property-value in the source and target concepts. 
If the source and target fields do not contain any common property-values, the system must 
perform a more indirect form of mapping. One way of doing so involves exploiting the scalar 
nature of some properties. Values of many properties may be ordered along a scalar dimension. 
Examples of such properties are height, weight, size, etc. Once a correspondence b tween two 
scalar properties i established, it becomes easy to set up a correspondence b tween the associated 
property-values. This form of mapping between property values is called scalar correspondence. 
For example, if a correspondence b tween the properties "size" and "weight" is established, then 
"small" maps to "lightweight" and "large" maps to "heavy" etc. In DIFICIL, scalar property- 
values axe assumed to take three values. Two of these values, I+ and I-, denote the positive 
and negative xtremes, respectively, and a third one, I0, denotes a neutral value. These scalar 
positions of property values are encoded using two/three binders. Each two/three binder node 
links a pvc-binder node 4 with the appropriate scalar position designator node. This accounts for 
two of its three inputs, the third being provided by the global metaphor node (see Figure 17). A 
two/three binder node becomes active when any two of its three inputs become active. 
[ metaphor I 
Figure 17. Interaction between pvc-binders, two/three binders, and posi- 
tional scalar designators. 'Large' is designated as '+'  and 'small' as '-'. Each 
two/three binder eceives exactly three inputs: one from a pvc-binder, another 
from a positional designator, and the third from the metaphor control node. 
Two inputs are required to activate a two/three binder. 
The computation of scalar correspondence proceeds as follows: The first two/three binder 
nodes to become active will be those receiving inputs from a pvc-binder and the metaphor node. 
This can be seen by recognizing that one of the inputs to a two/three binder is from a scalar 
position designator, and the latter can only become active if it receives activation from a two/three 
binder. Hence in the initial phase, only those two/three binders that receive inputs from a pvc- 
node and the metaphor node can become active. Consequently, the set of two/three binders 
activated in the initial phase will consist of binders that are associated with property-values that 
lie in the source field. The positional designators associated with all such two/three binders will 
become active in turn, and transmit activation to those two/three binder nodes whose associated 
property-values share the same scalar position. The activation of such two/three binder nodes will 
in turn activate the associated pvc-binder nodes. Recall that the priming signal to all concepts 
changes from excitatory to inhibitory, and hence, the only pvc-biuders that will remain active 
after a while will be those associated with the target concept. These binders will in turn activate 
the associated property-values, thereby completing the process of scalar correspondence. (An 
example is discussed in Section 4.3). 
A property whose values cannot be organized along a scalar dimension cannot be handled 
using scalar correspondence and requires a more qualitative analysis. DIFICIL deals with such 
cases by grouping together qualitatively "similar" property-values u ing appropriate designators 
in the same way that it grouped together scalar property-values u ing positional designators. 
For example, instead of using positional designators such as I+ and I-, it uses "qualitative" 
designators such as "pointy" to group together things such as a marquise cut diamond and a 
knife. The treatment of qualitative correspondence in DIFICIL is limited at this time. 
4Recall that a pvc-hinder node links a concept, a property, and a property-value. 
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4.5. Evaluating Property. Value Mappings 
In general, the mapping process may generate a very large number of mappings between the 
source field and the target domain. Consequently, mechanisms are required for evaluating these 
mappings o that only relatively appropriate mappings are selected for consideration. Although 
DIFICIL does not incorporate such an evaluation mechanism, Weber discusses several factors that 
should influence such an evaluation. One factor concerns the semantic distance between properties 
in the source and target domains. For example, during value transference, this semantic distance 
is zero. A second factor is the semantic distance between the property values being mapped. 
This distance is also zero in the case of value transference, and a constant in the case of scalar 
correspondence. It is difficult, however, to assign a semantic distance in a principled manner when 
dealing with qualitative correspondence. Finally, the issue of property salience is also relevant 
in the evaluation of mappings. A mapping that involves a salient property of the target concept 
should perhaps be preferred over one that does not. Clearly, considerable work remains to be 
done in this regard. 
4.6. An Example 
We conclude with an example that traces the figurative interpretation ofthe phrase "aggressive 
diamond" (refer to Figure 18). The process begins by activating the nodes representing the con- 
cept "diamond" and the property-value "aggressive." The excitation leads to the activation of the 
default (ornamental) aspect of diamonds and this causes the property-values small, diamond-cut, 
expensive, and brilliant to become active. As the property aggression is not associated with "di- 
amond," the simultaneous activation of 'aggressive' and 'diamond' will cause the 'category error' 
node associated with aggression to become active, in turn activating the 'metaphor' node. The 
activation of the 'metaphor' node causes the priming mechanism to provide positive activation 
to all concepts in the system for a short duration. This positive activity soon turns inhibitory 
thus only allowing relevant aspects to remain active. Thus after a while, only the aggressive 
aspects of concepts uch as "person" and "weapon" remain active. Since aggressive people are 
large, the property value 'large' becomes active via the appropriate aspect hub node. This in 
turn causes the pvc-binder encoding the property-value "large" of "diamond" to become active. 
This completes the process of value transference and gives rise to the figurative interpretation 
"large diamond" for the phrase "aggressive diamond." 
Figure 18. A partial network underlying the interpretati(m of the phrase 'a~- 
greslve diamond.' Property node, category error nodes, expectatic~ viotstion 
nodes, and the metaphor nodes are not shown. One aspect each of 'person,' 'di- 
amond' and 'weapon' are shown. 'Pointy' is a qualitative positional indicator 
node. 
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Since aggressive people are large, and large is a positive scalar value of size, the activation 
of 'large' leads to the activation of the position designator 'q-'. This can be seen by recognizing 
that the pvc-binder associating 'size,i 'large' and 'person' is active and providing activation to the 
two/three binder that links it to the position designator 'q-'. Observe that this two/three binder 
(along with every other two/three binder) is already receiving activation from the 'metaphor' 
node. The input from the pvc-binder node will provide the required additional input to activate 
this two/three binder. This will lead to the activation of the positional designator '%'. The 
positional designator '-i-' will now provide the second input to all two/three binders associated 
with it and eventually lead to the activation of other positive scalar values of 'diamond' such as 
'brilliant' and 'expensive.' This completes the scalar correspondence stage. 
As aggressive weapons have a "sharp" shape, and sharp is considered a "pointy" value, 
the "pointy" qualitative designator will also become active by a process analogous to the one 
that activated the positional designator '%'. The activation of 'pointy' eventually causes the 
property-value 'marquise-cut' to become active. The activation of 'marquise-cut' takes longer 
than the activation of other figuratively interpreted values because it must compete with the 
value 'diamond-cut' which is receiving activation by virtue of its membership in the currently 
active, 'ornamental' aspect of diamond. 
Thus DIFICIL eventually comes up with the following figurative interpretations of the phrase 
"aggressive diamond": "large diamond," "Marquise cut diamond," "expensive diamond," and 
"brilliant diamond." These interpretations reflect the domain knowledge encoded in the network 
as shown in Figure 18. 
5. INTERFACING AN IS-A HIERARCHY WITH A RULE-BASE 
Our third structured connectionist model uses synchronized oscillation patterns in a physical 
network of predicate-nodes and argument-nodes, in which the wired links represent dependencies 
specified by a particular set of rules. The rules are IF-THEN rules like those in a rule-based 
expert system. 
If we suppress the evidential and figurative aspects of the semantic networks described above 
then it is possible to characterize their expressive power as follows. The network represents rules 
of the form V(z)P(z) =~ Q(z) and V(z)P(z) ~ Q(z, a). 
The first kind of rule encodes the IS-A relationship while the second encodes property value 
attachments. A representation system, however, must be expressive nough to encode more 
general forms of systematic and abstract knowledge. Ajjanagadde and Shastri have proposed 
a system that can represent first-order ules and facts and perform a limited but broad class 
of deductive inferences with extreme fficiency [18]. Rules in this system are assumed to be 
sentences of the form 
vx l , . . .  ,xm [Pl(. . .)  ^ P2(...) . . .  ^ P , ( . . . )  3z , ...zz Q(...)] 
The arguments of Pi's are elements of (xl ,x2,. . .zm}. An argument of Q is either an element 
of ~Zl, z~,... Xm}, or an element of ~Zl, z2,.., zl}, or a constant. It is required that any variable 
occurring in multiple argument positions in the antecedent of a rule must also appear in its 
consequent. 
Facts are assumed to be partial or complete instantiations of predicates. Thus facts are atomic 
formulae of the form P(tl,t2,...tk) where ti's are constants, distinct existentially quantified 
variables, or concepts in an IS-A hierarchy. 
A query is also like a fact: It is a partially or fully instantiated predicate where the uninstan- 
tiated arguments are assumed to be existentially quantified. Observe that a query, all of whose 
arguments are bound to constants, corresponds to the yes-no question: 'Does the query follow 
from the rules and facts encoded in the system?' A query with existentially quantified variables, 
however, has several interpretations. For example, the query P(a, x), where a is a constant and 
z is an existentially quantified argument, may be viewed as the yes-no query: 'Does P(a, x) 
follow from the rules and facts for some value of x?' Alternately this query may be viewed as the 
wh-query: 'For what values of x does P(a, x) follow from the rules and facts in the system?' 
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QUERY 
Table 1. Inter 
yes-nO-form 
(answer) 
,ret~tion of some ~ueriea nd their answers. 
wh-fo~ 
(answer) 
onm(Mary,BaUl) Does Mary own Balll? 
(yes) 
can-sell(Mary, Book l ) 
can-sell(Mary, x) 
o~(x, y) 
can-sell(John, x)
present(x, Northpole, I / I /89)  
Can Mary sell Bookl? 
(yes) 
Can Mary sell something? What cam Mary ~317 
(yes) (Book1, B~Ul) 
Does someone own something? Who owns immaethil~? 
(yes) (Susan,Mary, John) 
What is owned by someone? 
(Bookl,Balll,Ball2) 
Can John sell something? What can John sell? 
(yea) 
Was someone present 
at the North pole on 
1/1/897 
(yes) 
Does A3 have 4 sides? 
(no) 
Can Mary sell BaU2? 
(no) 
Are Mary and Susan twins? 
(yes) 
Who was present 
• ~t the North pole on 
1/1/897 
(There was someone; but, 
don't know who) 
nuraber-of-sides( A3,4) 
can-sell(Mary, Ball2) 
twins(Susan, Mary) 
Some examples of rules and facts are given below. Table 1 lists some queries, their interpre- 
tation(s), and their answer(s). 
Rules: 
1. Vx, y, z [give(x, y, z) ::~ own(y, z)] 
2. Vy, z [buy(y, ~) ~ own(y, ~)] 
3. ¥y, z [own(y, z) ~ can-sell(y, z)] 
4. Vx [omnipresent(z) =¢, Vy, t present(x, y,t)] 
5. Vx, y [born(x, y) =~ 3t present(x, y, t)] 
6. ¥z [triangle(z) =~ number-of-sides(x, 3)] 
7. Vx, y [sibling(x, y) A born-together(x, y) =~ twins(x, y)] 
Facts: 
1. give(John, Mary, Book l ); 
2. give(z, Susan, Ball2); 
3. buy(John, z); 
4. own(Mary, Ball1); 
5. omnipresent(z); 
6. triangle(A3); 
7. sibling(Susan, Mary); 
8. born-together(Susan, Mary); 
John gave Mary Bookl. 
Someone gave Susan Ball2. 
John bought something. 
Mary owns Balll. 
There exists someone who is omnipresent. 
A3 is a triangle. 
Susan and Mary are siblings. 
Susan and Mary were born at the same time. 
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Figure 19. A network encoaln 5 the rules: if a "giver" gives a '~-ecipient" an 
"object" then the recipient owns that object, if a "buyer" buys an object then 
buyer comes to own that object, and if an "owner" owns an object then it 
can sell the object. The network also encodes the long-term facts: "John gave 
Mary Book1," "John bought someth|n~," and "Mary owns Balll 2 
If the conditions pecified in Section 5.4 are met, the system answers yes to all yes-no queries 
that follow from the encoded rules and facts in time proportional to the length of the shortest 
derivation of the query (i.e., the system responds in optimal time). The system produces a don't 
know answer if the query does not follow from the rules and facts encoded in the rule-base. 
The time taken to do so is proportional to d, where d equals the diameter of the inferential 
dependency graph associated with the rule-base (see Section 5.1), wh-queries are also answered 
in time proportional to d. The system scales up gracefully because the number of nodes required 
to encode a KB (i.e., the body of concepts, rules, and facts) is just linear in the size of the KB. 
5.1. Network Encoding--Ezplicit Representation f the Inferential Structure 
Conceptually, the proposed encoding of the knowledge base amounts to creating a directed 
inferential dependency graph wherein the inferential dependencies between the antecedent and 
consequent predicates together with the correspondence b tween arguments of these predicates 
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are represented explicitly. Thus each predicate and each predicate argument is represented by a 
distinct node in the graph and a rule is represented by linking nodes denoting the arguments of 
the consequent predicate to nodes denoting the appropriate arguments of the antecedent predi- 
cate. Nodes denoting the antecedent and consequent predicates are also linked. Facts are small 
networks attached to their respective predicates nodes. 
Figure 19 illustrates the nature of the network encoding by depicting how the following knowl- 
edge is encoded. For simplicity we only describe the realization of single antecedent rules without 
constants and existentially quantified variables in the consequent. 
• Vx, y, z [give(z, y, z) =~ own(y, z)] 
• w, y [buy( , y) : .  own( , y)] 
• y [own(,, y)  an-sell(,, y)] 
• give(John, Mary, Book1) 
• buy(John, x) 
• own(Mary, Bail1) 
The encoding shown in Figure 19 makes use of two types of nodes, namely, p-btu nodes 
(depicted as circles) and r-and nodes (depicted as pentagons). The computational behavior of 
these nodes is as follows: 
A p-btu is a phase-sensitive binary threshold unit. When such a node becomes active, it 
produces an oscillatory output in the form of a pulse train that has a period ~r and pulse width 
w. The timing (or the phase) of the pulse train produced by a p-btu node is precisely governed 
by the phase of the input to the node. A r-and node acts like a temporal and node. Such a node 
also oscillates with the same frequency as a p-btu node except that it becomes active only if it 
receives uninterrupted activation over a whole period of oscillation. Furthermore, the width of 
the pulses produced by a r-and node equals It. The implementation parameter f~ that governs 
the max imum number of distinct entities that may participate in the derivation of a yes-no query 
equals w/It (assume integer divide). 
The output pulse of a node propagates along every link emanating from the node. The 
encoding also makes use of inhibitory modifiers. An inhibitory modifier is a link that impinges 
upon and inhibits another link. Thus a pulse propagating along an inhibitory modifier will block 
the propagation of a pulse propagating along the link the modifier impinges upon. In Figure 19, 
inhibitory modifiers are shown as links ending in dark blobs. 
Each constant in the domain is encoded by a p-node. An n-ary predicate is encoded by a pair 
of r-and nodes and n p-btu nodes, one for each of the n arguments. One of the ~'-and nodes is 
referred to as the enabler and the other as the collector. As a matter of convention, an enabler 
always points upwards and is named e:~redicate-name]. A collector always points downwards 
and is named c:~redicate-name]. 
A rule is encoded by connecting the collector of the antecedent predicate to the collector of 
the consequent predicate, the enabler of the consequent predicate to the enabler of the antecedent 
predicate, and by connecting the argument nodes of the consequent predicate to the argument 
nodes of the antecedent predicate in accordance with the correspondence between these arguments 
specified in the rule (refer to Figure 19.) 
A fact is encoded using a 1"-and node that receives an input from the enabler of the associated 
predicate. This input is modified by inhibitory modifiers from the argument nodes of the associ- 
ated predicate. If an argument is bound to a constant in the fact then the modifier from such an 
argument node is in turn modified by an inhibitory modifier from the appropriate constant node. 
The output of the r-and node is connected to the collector of the associated predicate (refer to 
the encoding of the fact give(John, Mary, Book1) and buy(John, z) in Figure 19.) 
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Figure 20. Act ivat ion trace for the query "Can Mary sell Bookl?" The  query 
is posed by providing an oscil latory input to e: can-sell, the enabler of can- 
sell, Mar*j, and Bookl as shown. The activation of c: can-sell, the collector of 
can-sell indicates a yes answer. 
The encoding of rules and facts described in the previous section assumes that rules only 
have a single predicate in the antecedent, constants or existentially quantified variables do not 
appear in the consequent of a rule, and the same variable does not occur in multiple argument 
positions in the consequent of a rule. The encoding of such rules can be carried out by very 
simple mechanisms that involve detecting whether appropriate nodes are firing in synchrony or 
not. A complete description may be found in [18]. 
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Figure 21. Intersection between a rule-based reasoner and an Lq-.4 hierarchy. 
The rule component  encodes the rule: if a "predator" preys on a "prey" then 
the prey is scared of the "predator," and the fact: "Cats prey on Birds." 
5.2. Reasoning Process: an Ezample 
In the proposed system, reasoning is the transient but systematic propagation of rhythmic pat- 
terns of activation, where each phase in the rhythmic pattern corresponds to an object involved 
in the reasoning process, where variable bindings are represented as the in-phase firing of ap- 
propriate nodes, where facts are subnetworks that act as temporal pattern matchers, and where 
rules are interconnection patterns that cause the propagation and transformation of rhythmic 
patterns of activation. A detailed explanation of the encoding and the computations performed 
by nodes in the network is beyond the scope of this paper, but may be found in [18]. 
Figure 20 illustrates how the system processes the question can-sell(Mary, Bookl) (i.e., 'Can 
Mary sell Bookl'). This query is posed to the system by providing inputs to the constants Mary 
and Bookl, the arguments p-seller, es-obj and e: can-sell (the enabler of the query predicate 
can-sell) as shown. Notice that Mary and p-seller receive in-phase activation and so do Bookl 
and cs-obj. The eventual activation of c: can-sell, the collector of the query predicate can-sell, 
indicates that the answer to the query is yes. 
In terms of the inferential dependency graph, the reasoning process corresponds to a parallel 
breadth-first traversal of a directed graph and the encoding allows any number of rules to apply 
in parallel. It also follows that the time taken to generate a chain of inference will be independent 
of the total number of rules and facts and will just be equal to I * r where I equals the length of 
the chain of inference and 7r equals the period of oscillation of the nodes. As indicated earlier, 
the creation and propagation of variable bindings during reasoning is achieved by phase-locked 
oscillation of appropriate argument and filler nodes. 
5.3. Combining a Rule-Base with an IS-A Hierarchy 
The reasoning system described above can be combined with an IS-A hierarchy. Such an 
interface allows terms in the rules and facts to be any concept (type/instance) in the IS-A 
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Figure 22. Activation trace for the query: Is Tweety scared of Sylvester? 
hierarchy and also allows for the expression of type constraints on variables occurring in rules. An 
example of an interaction between the rule-base and the IS-A hierarchy is depicted in Figure 21. 
The network encodes the following knowledge: 
• Vz, y preys-on(z, y) =~ seared-of(y, x)] 
• preys-on(Cat, Bird) 
and the IS-A relationships: 
is-a( Bird, Animal) 
is-a( Robin, Bird) 
is-a(Tweety, Canary) 
is-a( Sylvester, Cat) 
is-a( Cat, Animal) 
is-a( Canary, Bird) 
is-a( Chirpy, Robin) 
The system can answer queries uch as 
• preys-on(Syivester, Tweety) 
• scared-of(Tweety, S lvester) 
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• scared-of(z, Sylvester); Is someone scared of Sylvester? 
• preys-on(Cat, Bird) 
• scared-of(Bird, Cat); Are birds scared of cats? 
Figure 22 shows the activation trace for the query: scared-of(Tweety, Sylvestcr) (Is Tweety 
scared of Sylvester?) The time taken to answer the queries is again proportional to the length of 
the shortest derivation. 
The rule-based system can also be interfaced with the IS-A hierarchy to encode rules 
with sorted (or typed) variables. The use of typed variables implifies the form of rules. For 
example, the following multiple antecedent rule, with repeated variables in the antecedent: 
Vx, ycollide(x,y) A animate(z) A solidobj(y) :~ hurt(z) may be transformed into the single 
antecedent rule: Vx:animate, y:solidobj collide(x,y) :~ hurt(z), where x and y are variables 
of type animate and solidobj, respectively. Such type restrictions on the variables can be im- 
posed by appropriate inhibitory and/or excitatory links between concepts in the IS-A hierarchy 
and the rule-based component. These links allow the rule to fire only ff the relevant argument 
fillers are instances of the appropriate types. 
5.4. Constraints on Rules and Derivations 
The first constraint on the backward reasoning system is that only a bounded number of 
argument bindings may be specified in a query. This bound is given by x/w, where lr and w are 
the period of oscillation of the nodes and the spike width of the p-btu nodes respectively. 
A second constraint is that a variable occurring in multiple argument positions in the an- 
tecedent of a rule that participates in the derivation of a query should get bound during the 
reasoning process (recall that the form of rules encoded in the system guarantees that any such 
variable also occurs in the consequent). This condition rules out reasoning that requires gener- 
ating specific cases and testing them one by one, in other words, it rules out the computation of 
relational joins. 
In a restricted and simple version of the system (the one illustrated in Figure 19) any given 
predicate may only be instantiated once during the process of answering a query. This restriction 
only applies to dynamic or 'run-time' instantiations of inferred facts pertaining to the same 
predicate. Any number of long-term facts pertaining to a predicate may be encoded in the 
network. The above restriction may be relaxed using a more elaborate ncoding scheme so that 
a predicate may be iustantiated a bounded number of times. We conjecture that any episode 
of common sense reasoning does not require the same predicate to be dynamically instantiated 
more than k times, where a psychologically plausible value of k may be as low as three to five 
(observe that k greater than 1 allows for bounded reeursion). 
6. RELATED WORK 
In the previous ections we have discussed three structured conneetionist models in some detail. 
We would also like to mention several other eonnectionist ystems for knowledge representation 
and reasoning. 
Barnden's work on 'Conposit,' a conneetionist production system which uses both relative 
position and similarity encoding to represent complex relational information and carry out 
rule application [19] 
• Cottrell's work on a psychologically plausible sentence processing model and in particular, 
his conneetionist implementation f a IS-A hierarchy with exceptions [20]. 
• Diederich's work on concept formation within a semantic network using one-shot 'recruit- 
ment learning' [21]. 
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• Fanty's work on learning feature-based concept descriptions using recruitment and compet- 
itive learning [22]. 
• Lange and Dyer's work on ROBIN, a system for performing high-level reasoning over n-ary 
predicates. Their system also solves the variable binding problem and is capable of resolving 
multiple constraints to select the best from among several competing inference paths [23]. 
• Lendaris' work on connectionist realization of conceptual graphs [24]. 
In addition to the structured connectionist models listed above, there has also been some 
work on distributed connectionist models for knowledge representation. Hinton proposed a 
"distributed" encoding of semantic networks using parallel hardware [25]. The system, how- 
ever, lacked sufficient structure to handle general cases of inheritance and "partial match ing" -  
especially if these occurred in a multi-level semantic network with exceptional and conflicting 
information. Derthick has proposed a connectionist ystem for drawing intuitively plausible in- 
ferences within a restricted frame-based representation language [26]. The main drawback of the 
system is that it lacks efficiency. In spite of being a massively parallel system, its time complexity 
turns out to be polynomial in the size of the knowledge base and the system takes thousands of 
steps to solve even modest size problems. Touretzky and Hinton have described DCPS, a con- 
nectionist encoding of a restricted production system [27]. The restrictions imposed by DCPS 
are, however, extremely strong. For example, DCPS only allow one variable in the antecedent 
of a rule. It also assumes that during any cycle, there is only one rule and one variable binding 
that could constitute a potential correct match. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We hope to have shown that structured connectionism provides a natural computational 
framework for realizing semantic networks. Work in structured connectionist models of knowledge 
representation is primarily motivated by the belief that massive parallelism will turn out to be 
an essential attribute of any computationally effective system that represents and reasons with 
a large body of knowledge. As the three systems reviewed above demonstrate, the structured 
connectionist approach leads to both efficiency and scalability. These models demonstrate how 
it may be possible to build systems that encode a very large body of knowledge and yet perform 
non-trivial reasoning tasks with requisite fficiency. 
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